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Abstract. This paper establishes a method of constructing a recursion equation set computing a 
given logic program. The recursion equation set is regarded as a dataflow program and transform- 
able into a Lisp-like program for the dataflow. The recursion equation set constructible from a 
logic program expresses the procedure to form the minimal Herbrand model of the original logic 
program by means of inferences and is defined over a sequence domain. The domain is the set 
of all finite afib infinite sequences of gi_CRiiid aioms. The recursion equation set contains functions 
corresponding to the inferences caused by definite clauses, and fair I rwge f;Jnctions necessary 
for the purpose of taking set unions in terms of variables denoting ground atom sequences. The 
functions in accordance with the inferences concerning definite clauses are obtained by eliminating 
the nondetsrminism usually tnvoived. By the fair merge function, we mean a device to provide 
a sequence variable acquired by interleaving input infinite sequence variables without neglecting 
any part of any input sequence. it is shown that the recursion equation set defines a continuouc 
function from a direct product of a sequence domain to itself, therefore there exists a least fixpoint 
of the function. The fixpoint completely denotes the minimal Herbrand model of the original 
logic arogrrm, which is essential for its firriTe computation. Finally it is shown that the recursion 
equatron & t ran Se expressed as a Lisp-like program. 
There has Seen a great deal of research on the semantics of logic programs since 
van Emden and Kowalski defined it from model-theoretic, fixpoint and operaiional 
approaches [l, 2: 4: 5: 6, 8, 9, 121. Althou erbrand models of logic 
programs are thought of as essential semantics for their finite computations [2,4], 
there is a distinguishable way to define the semantics of logic ograms over sequence 
domains, which takes into account the deterministic con I structures of logic 
grams as well as their iogic features [5]. 
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functional programs through recursion equation. 0 It is rather difficult to find a direct 
way to obtain a functional program computing a given logic program, which contains 
____1- nondeterministic procedures and is regarded as computing relations. It is cm&r to 
construct, as an intermediate form, a set of recursion equations involving variables 
over a sequence domain such that a logic program is transformable into the recursion 
equation set and a Lisp-like program can be generated from it. We observe from 
[2,4] that the denotation of a logic program, --. that is, its minimal I-Ierbrand model 
is obtained by the limit of the following consecutive procedures. First infer a set of 
(ground) atoms by means of each definite clause from an already acquired set of 
atoms. (At the beginning, the already acquired set is empty.) Next unite such newly 
inferred sets per a predicate symbol and take the union of the united sets each of 
which is in accordance with a predicate symbol. Then we regard the (who!e) union 
as an already acquired set. Repeat this procedure until the acquired set cannot be 
expanded further by the next procedure. We also observe that a A of atoms with 
a predicate symbol can be represented by a variable denoting a finite or infinite 
sequence from the Herbrand base. 
Based on the above observations, in order to represent he denotation of a logic 
program by means of variables over a sequence domain, we first have to express a 
relation amang variables, in accordance with the inferences caused by each definite 
clause for an already given set of atoms. Next we need a satisfactory device of 
representing the union of sets of atoms per a predicate symbol on condition that 
the denotation of each set of atoms is assumed to be expressed by a variable. Then 
we have to compile the relations for the inferences by definite clauses and the 
devices to unite sets of atoms, into a recursion relation set among variables such 
that the recursion relation set may express the above mentioned step-by-step ro- 
cedure to obtain a newly acquired set of atoms from an already obtained set. In 
this paper, we shall establish a relation among variables in order that an output 
variable representing the conclusion-part of a definite clause may be inferred from 
input variables representing its premise-part, in accordance with the inference by 
the definite clause. The relation contains unbounded nondeterminism as a function 
to define an output variable from input variables. For the relation to be equational, 
we will have a kind of oracle to eliminate such nondeterminism. We shall make use 
of the fair merge (with an adequate oracle) in [lo] as a desirable tool to represent 
the union of sets of atoms by means of variables over a sequence domain. By the 
fair merge, we mean a function that denotes a sequence by interleaving iven infinite 
sequences (denoted by inputs) without neglecting any part of any given sequence. 
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formed from a given logic program such tl- lt there exists a (least) fixpoint of the 
recursion equation set. It will be shown that any ground atom is in the minimal 
Werbrand model of the logic program iff it is in the denotation of the least fixpoint 
of the correspo?~%!g recursion equation set. The obtained recursion equation set 
will be straightforwardly expressed as inally we will have a 
isp-like pro mputing a given lo 
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2. Preliminaries 
In this paper, a logic program is a set of definite (Horn) clauses. A definite clause 
is a clause of the form A + B, - - = B, (n 2 0), where A and B, , . . . , B, are atoms. 
An atom is an expression P( t, , . . . , t,), where P is a predicate symboi and ti are 
terms. A term is defined recursively: (i) a variable is a term; (ii) f( t, , . . . , tk) (k a 0) 
is a term if f is a k-place fi Jnction symbol and tj are terms. (A O-place function 
svmbol is a constant symbol.) 
For a definite c!ause C, Head(C) means the conclusion-part (head) of CT that isi 
the left-hand side of +- in C. Body(C) denotes the set of atoms in the premise-part 
(procediire body) of C, that is, the set of atoms in the right-hand side of c- in C. 
A substitutior: is a finite set of the form {x,it,, . . . , x,lf,}, where each Xi is a 
variable and each Ii is a term such that ti is different from xi, and xis should be 
distinct. For a substitution u and an atom A, Au is an atom obtained by substituting 
terms in CT for all the corresponding variables of CT occurring in A simultaneously. 
The Herbrand universe of a logic program L is the set of all variable-free terms 
constructible from constant symbols and function symbols in L. The Herbrand base 
HL of L is the set of all variable-free atoms constructible from symbols in L. A 
ground atom is an atom in the Herbrand base. By At(P), we mean a set of ground 
atoms with the predicate symbol I? For I c *yL, PRED( I) ml:ans the set of predicate 
symbols in I. For A E H,, Pr(A) denotes the predicate symbol in A. For I c HL and 
the predicate symbol P, we define [ llp = {A E I 1 Pr( A) = P}. 
o means the set of natural numbers. Let I,,, : o + to”’ (m a 1) be a bijection such 
that if Im(p‘!=(p,,.. .,p,) then piSp for 1 s is m. I,,, is necessary to indicate an 
m-tuple by a raatural number such that each element of the ,uz-tuple is not greater 
than the number. Aiso iet a projection J,n,i : w”’ -+ c’: be defined by J],,;( pl,. . . . pt7I = 
pi. J,n,i plotides the ith element of an m-tuple. 
A logic prograkli will be transformed into a set of recursion equations involving 
v:Gabies elech of which &notes a finite or infinite sequence of eiements from the 
object domain. For a given logic program i, -we have a domain 5,_ = lciL u { 71, where 
HL is the llerbrand base of a logic program L and 7 is a special symbol not in HL. 
Intuitively speaking, 7 corresponds to a time dersy occurring in sending a sequence 
from HL, and to the hiaton iatroduced in [lo]. The domain will be a basis for the 
construction of a sequence domain. F’ denotes the set of partial functions (from 
w to F) such that if u E F”, then u( 4) is always defined for 4 s p E w as long as 
u(p) is defined. intuitively F” is regarded as denoting the set of all finite and infinite 
._...1_ jeqGejrCs;j fs-;-;;11 ,‘: G;:z ,- c= :.. -* r_.....;:..- . ;‘..; __:I’ _\. * ,111 t , 13 ine ~um,uwa Si.tCe‘l uuu n::~[ yg iS ui:z:&ned for any 
PEW. For a set F_ #F denotes the cardinal number of F. For u E F’, let /u/ = 
#{klu(k) is defined). NOW let u[p]~ F* be defined by ulpl(qI = u(q) ifP9 and 
~[p]~(y) = nil( 9) otherwise. Intuitively, u[ p] denotes a sequence obtained by truncat: 
ing the sequence for u up to length p + 1. 
A partial order < on QL is defined by 7 < A and A -K A for any .~4 E #I. A Partial 
order ~3 on 5lf is defined by 
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UC u for u, v 70 D: iff for any p E o either u(p) is undefined, or both 
u(p) and u(p) are defined such that u(p) < ui p). 
The partial order 5 Is extended to act on (Dr )“‘: 
The least upper bound of G c (Di)“’ is denoted by u G. It is seen thqt the partial 
order c is sequentialiy complete, in the sense that any sequence wOt w1 c l l l has 
a least upper bound LJiC, w;. 
Fo.r further discussions, we define home functions: 
(1) first: F’ + F” is the function satisfying 
first(u)(p) = u(0) for u E F” and p E w. 
(2) next: F” + F” is the function satisfying 
next(u)(p)=u(p+l) for UEF’~ andpE@. 
Note that p-i- 1 means the successor of p. For first and next, refer to [3]. 
(3) eq: (F”)‘+ (true, false) is defined by 
eq(a, h) = 
true if a = b, 
false otherwise. 
(4) if-then-else: {true, false) x (1F;‘” )‘+ F” is defined by 
fi if t=true andfiEFX, 
if-then-else( t, fi ,J) = fi if t = false and fi E F’, 
nil otherwise. 
;rcl.. . 1_ I_ __ _ _ .’ - L _ 3 1_ 
nt-iiiEG-Z:SC(;, X, .y) is ciULiis;vlarcu Uy (i: 7 x, y ). 
2 
U. enstation sf set QT atsms over sequence domain 
First we have the following definition as to semantics of logic programs. 
Given a logic program L, TRL: L x 2Hl + 2y~ is defined by TRL(A c- 
l l l B,,,, I) = (hl30 (substitution): icp; . . . , B,,,Q E I, AC E W,_}. The semantics 
of! L is Sem(L)=(~{k H,lU,., ,TR,(C, J)c I}. 
Note that Sem( L) is t e least Werbrand model of L, and TR,(C, 6) denotes the 
set of all ground atoms deduced from I using C. Now let 
Trans,(i)== gj TR,(C, I)- U U (‘1 I. PC. PREIX H: ! P:-PrtHead(C‘)).C’t- L 
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To express u pc PIIEI>(H, ) over a sequence domain, we have the definition of a 
representation of At(P) c 
We say that u E Dt represents At(P) if (1) for any A E At(B) there 
exists k E w such that u(k) = A, and (2) for any i E w either u(i) is undefined or 
u(i) E At(P) v (7). It is meant by u*At( P) that u represents At(P). 
y uaAt( P) it is meant that u represents At(P). For the urpose of expressing 
“c! $c PREi& H, j” GVG- the sequence domain, the following definition will be usefu!. 
-efinPtCon 3.3. Assume that PKEU( 1) = {P, , . . . , p,,) for I c &. We say U c @T 
represents i if ( P , for any Pi E PRED( I) there exists Uj E U such that u+[ Ilp, = 
{AE IIPr(A)==e), and (2) U15i-_n Uj= U. By U* I, it is meant that U represents 
I. 
Now we investigate the relation among variables over DT’, concerning an inference 
“TRL” caused by each clause of L. .4ssume that Pr( B,,) = Q;,, (1 s r s n;) for each 
CiGAi*Bi,l,.. ., II,,,, in L,={C,,. .., Ck). The first subgoal we will reach is to 
construct Ui E 0’: such that if U,,,*At(Qi,,j for i S I’S n;, then Ui=3 
TR,(C,, Ur AitQi.r)J- Then vi.1 7 -- - , vi,n,, which are regarded as input variables, are 
related with Ui, as an output variable, through the clause Ci. For Ci, we define the 
set the member of which is the expression of the form ACT E I-&_ such that each B,,,o 
matches the qi,,th denotation of ui,r for qi,r = J,J I,,,( 4)) 6 9. That is, let 
Let Out,(q) be rhe set defined b~7 (3.1). 7’hen u4’ co Out,(y)= 
TRI_(Civ U:-.rcn, NW&+)). 
Let L be a logic program as to the manipulation of lists, defined by 
(Append(ni1, x, xj + , Append( x.u, v, x.w) c- Append( u, o, ~9). 
Then 
U Out,(g) = (Append(ni1, t, t)l ppend(nil, t, t) E 
‘, ( I,) 
and 
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By our assumption about the encoding of tuples, we have the qth denotation of 
ui depending OII u~,I[ ~1, l . l , ui.n,[q]s That is, u,(q) depends in the finite part obtained 
by truncating u,~ 9 . . v 5 Q,,, up to length q + 1. Then we define 
Ui(q) E U OUti( p) if U OUti( p) is not empty, 
Psq PS;4 
(3.2) 
W(s)= r if U OUti is empty* 
P”4 
Note that Outi( p) depends on vi.1 , . . . , Ui,n, . It is also notable that this definition is 
not absolutely unique, but is a step to obtain Ui+TRL( Ci, Ur At( Pr( B,,))). We 
shall see this in the following sections. 
ecursion equati n set for a logic program 
4.1. Function induced by a dejinite ciause 
In order to select one as iii(q) from !_!pEq Outi( p), we l?-st choose Ouri{ ,7) for 
some p s q, and next pick up a ground atom from Out,(p). By Lemmit 3.4, 
!JPEW Outi( 9) =TR,(Ci, I Jr At(Pr( Bi ,))).ThuseachelementinLjpEm OUti( p)should 
be chosen as ui(q) (q E o) in order &at ui may represent TRL( Ci, Ur At(Pr( Bi,,))). 
Th+ means in general that p E o should be pointed out to indicate Out,(p). In 
* addition, if #Out,(p) is o,- then p should be selected an arbitrary number of times 
for each element in Outi( p) to be chosen. 
To cope with the above conditions, . . _ ._._. __ WP mnk9 usp nf thl= frrllr%W~~~ &flc’iion (in (g)* ” v. .a11 *xua ” . . L&16 
We say that a function f in w” is fair if #{p 1 f(p) = q} = 0 for any 
q E 69, and f(s) d s for any S. 
Note that tiw is the set of functions from w to cr), and is regarded as the set of 
infinite sequences from W. For example, the function fs denoting the sequence 
0, 1, d,2, l’, 3,. . . 9 i, I’, i+ 1,. . . 
is fair, where I’ denotes a sequence 0, I, . . . i. It is not so difficult to have as many 
fair functions as we need. 
From now on, let Fs~, F.s2,. . . 9 FSi, . . . be an enumeration of fair functions. Also 
letj&j$ ,... Js;,.. . be another enumeration. FSi is feasible to indicate FSi(q) = p 
and the set Uti(m) when we identify u,(q) by (3.2). I?ere note that wc have to 
select any atom in Out,( F&(q)) at ieast once in order that 8 variabie, say u, may 
represent U,, w outi(E~,(q))=Upb w Qut,( p). Ne define the following function, by 
which **c can have a coiresyofidence of 4 E ce) with the set ouii(qj and cnumeratc 
all the members in the set: 
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Suppose that for a sequence p0 < pl < l l l E o, Fsi( pO) = Fsi( PI) = l l l , and 
Fsi(po)ZFsj(q) for ~Zpj (LEO). Then Quti(Fsi(poj)=Outi(Fsi(p,j)=*.*. TO 
provide any member in Outi( Fsi( PO)), it is sufficient to enumerate its members by 
Ri( Fsi(PO)J : w *Qut,(Fsi(p,)) and by fii(O),fii( l), . . . , on the basis of SOIW fair 
function fii. Because any r E w occurs in fii. 
To obtain t from Fsi and Fsi( p,), we define Ord: oW x w + o by 
Ord(%i, q)=#{rl Fsi(q)= Fsi(r), raq}-1. (4.2) 
Ord( Fsi, q) denotes how many times Fsi( 4) occurs in the first part of the sequence 
for Fsi, truncated up to length q. 
le 4.2. Assume that Fs in &’ denotes an infinite sequence 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 
0, 0, 0, 1, . . D . Then Ord( Fs, 0) = 0, Ord( Fs, 1) = 0, Ord( Fs, 2) = 1, Ord( Fs, 3) = 1, 
Ord( Fs, 4) = 2, Qrd( Fs, 5) = 3, . . . . 
Then it foliows that 
Ord( Fsi, p,) = t and &(ei(ps)j(fii(tj) = Ri(FSi(p,jj(fsi(Ord(~i, Pt)))= 
Finally, on the basis of (3.1) and (4.1), (4.2), we define, for q E w, 
K(q) = Ri(Fsi(qb)(fsi(ord(~si, 4)))3 
if fsi(Ord( Fsi, 4)) s #OUti( FS;(q)) - 1, 
U,(q) = 75 ifJ’si(Crd(r”si, q j j * #Outi( Fsi(q)). 
(4.3) 
~hxem 4.3. k@t 5 = (Ci , . . .R 1 .I_ P, 1 h,, n ~-CB&P _nr/?ararvr m-h that (--, =; ,Lpl; +- B, i . . . , VK, VI _ .v*.by#v&, ,C JvIb 
1 s i G R-. Assume that ui is dejned by (4.3), 0~0 condition that v,,,~~t(Pr(B,,~‘);‘~ 
16 rs ni. Then Ui=+TRJCi, U, At(Pr(Bi,,))) and iUil= O. 
By Lemma 3.4, it is sufficient to show that Ui=SuqEW Outi( NOW take any 
A E Out,(p) ( p E 0). Since Fsi is fair, /I = FSi(t) for some t E 0. Since Ri(pj is a 
bijection from (9, 1, . . . , #OUti( p) - 1) to OUti( p) from (4.1 j andJ”si is a fair function 
in ow, it folhws from (4.2) that there exists t' such that A = Ri(pj(fii(Ord( Fsi, t’))) = 
ui( t’), where p = Fsi(t’). On tire other hand, when for 1 s r~ ni, v,,JAt(Pr(Bi,,)), 
it follows from (4.3) that given p E w, tii ( p) E Outi( 4) u { 7) for some q s p. This 
completes the proof that ui=SUqEw Out,(q) and Igil= W. Cl 
By Theorem 4.3, we will be able to have a set of recursion equations for each 
definite clwse to express the inference concerning it by using variables over a 
sequence domain. 
Let L be the logic pr am as in Example 3.5 By means of (4.3): u1 
sequence to represent 
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4.2. General fair merge funrbs’on 
We have a representation for the union of sets of atcms with a predicate symbol 
1,;; S_. ;,.. ; r _= - >=_==._a q__:, ------ c __I_ L!_lr =,r ,;,=f,L?___, __ _-_- ___- ____  
uy lllCallb Wr ~CllG~cll IdI1 IllCl~G 1 l.iII~LlUl13 WI 
- - 7, 
V~~II~~UICS G,ver a seqilence homain, 
which are the functions composed of fair merge functions. The definition of a fair 
merge function is given by using the following dmerge function, which was investi- 
gated in [lo]. dmerge: F” x F” x (0, l}“+ Fa’ is defined by: 
dmerge( te, U, 6)(p) = (eq( 6, nil) + nil(p), 
dmerge( next( u), v, next( S))( p - l)), 
(eq( u, nil) + nil( p), 
dmerge(l4, next(u), next(S))(P - I)))))) for p C ci;. 
Now FM6 : F”x F” * F” is defined by FM&( u, 21 j = dmerge(zr, v, 6). FM8 is said to 
be a fair merge function if #{k I;5( k) = 0) = #{k 1 S(k) = 1) = o. Intaitively, a fair 
merge function provides an infinite sequence by interleaving two infinite inputs 
without neglecting any part of the inputs. 
hlfi\xr we have a oersPra1 f9;r merriti fl3nctinnr rnnr*rtlrtn I _k. I.8 3”‘Y”W” :-IL S1LYlb-r : vIII’2JLIVIIJ QVIPJLIL G-Q&-* d by fair merge functions. 
S. Let cu=(a, ,..., cz,,) (n 2 l), where each cyi is a function in c&” such 
that #(k 1 ai( k) = 0) = #{k 1 ai( k) = 1) = w. Then FM: : (F)’ + F” is defined recur- 
sively as follows: 
(1) FM&)=u, if a!=cv,. 
(2) FM:(u,,...,u,) = FM,,( u1 + FM:-‘( uz, . . . : u,)), where n > 1 and CC= 
(a a,,). 29*-m, 
FM: is called a general fair merge function. cy is said to be a fair oracle for the 
general fair merge function FM::. 
.6. Assume that uiaAti( P), luil= o (16 is n). Then, for a general fair 
merge function FM:, FM:i( UI~, e. . , u,>=+4J, Ati( I’). 
. Let u=FM&,.. . 9 u,,). Then, it follows from the definition of general fair 
merge functions that for any q c w, there exists ui and = r *-I 1 -.A +hn+ *J -’ = Zi(p). y ‘5 w 3ub~1 cuaL u\y j 
0n the other hand, for any I-= - I 6 n and p E W, there exists q F w such that u(q j = 
Ui( pje These are su%cient to see that u+Ui .Bti( P). q 
. Assume that a logic program L is given as in Example 3.5. Also 
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4.3. Recursion equation set 
Based on the discussions of the previous sections, we will have a set of recursion 
equations for a given logic program. 
Now assume that k = {C, , . . -, Ck} is a logic program and each Cj takes the form 
Ai + Bj,* l a l Bj,,l,. Suppose that PRED( HL) = {P, , . . . , PI,}. That is, the set of predicate 
symbolsin Lis{P,,..., P,,}. Let Pred(j) = #{A, 1 Pr(Ai) = pi} for 1 ‘-j * h. Pred(j) 
means the number of definite clauses whose heads have the predicate symbol Pj. 
Then let 
Si = TRI (C’i, Sem( L)), 1 b i 6 k, 
Si denotes the set of ah ground atoms deduced from Sem( L) by using Ci. q is the 
set of all ground atoms with the predicate symbol Pi. Note Sem( k) = UC,,< L Si. 
It is assumed from now on that 
for t S~S h, Pr(Head(Ci,)) = Pr(Ai,) = ci 1 < s c Pred(j), 
for 16 i s kj Pr( BJ = Pi,: 1 s r c ni. 
Using the above notations, we have the recursion as follows. 
Proof. (1) Since Si, C IJc.,l L Si = Sem( L), U ,__ .\‘: Pred( i, Si, c Sem( L). If A E 
IJ,-E \~Pl-tXY( 0, T$, then Pr(A) = Pi. Thus, Li,_ ,_ Prrdi.ii Sj, c q =1 [Sem(L)],. On the 
other hand, A E q = [Sem(I&, implies that A E ijc.,cL Si and r’r<A) - Pja TLq+ ;c 1 IlaL ‘J, 
if AE q then A E UPr(Head((.,))=P,,C;cL Sj = IJ ,_ ,~_ Pred( i, si,* This completes the proof. 
(2) TK,(Ci, Semjt)) =TRL(Ci, blsr_ jl, [Sem( k&J by the definition S%’ TRL_ 
It follows f om Si = TR,j C’i, Sem( L)) that S; = TRL( C;, U,- r’; n, 7;-,). •1 
Now we need Ui, l<i<k and &, l<~- *-G h such that U; =+Si and yi 3 T;* By 
Lemmas 4.6 and 4.8, for each j, 
-0 rr 
ji ~?,j?~,, i cj,i = 1 _- iri, 1 -z s G Pied(J). 
If we define Wl = uj by means of (4.3) for v,,, = V;.,, 1 s s II;, then it follows fro 
Theorem 4.3 that ?,$=+ K,, 1~ r s ni implies U;+§i = I’ ,_( C,-, U , 5 ,._ ,,, T, ). There- 
fore we have a set of recursion equations for tr,, 1 s i s k and 4, 1 sj d 11: 
where (I) gj is a general fair merge function FMiTd”‘, and (2) J is a function from 
(D:)” I+ DF, defined by (4.3). 
The set of recursion equations by (4.4) is rewritten as 
xample 4.9. Assume the logic program given in Example 3.5. Paying attention to 
Examples 3.5, 4.2 and 4.7, we have 
I? -* 
“l-6 
F ,or some g=+ {Append(ni! , c’, :> i Append(ni1, i, ;) E HL19 
u,=fc w for some f: D(;: -+ 0; ‘1 based on (4.3), 
V, = FM: ( U, , U,) for a fair merge FM:. 
5. Semantics of t n equation set and logic program 
In this section we assume the set of recursion equations constructed as in (4.4) 
and/or (4.5). First we see the (least) fixpoint of fL in (4.5). 
emma 5.1. Ire (4.4), A, 1 s is k and gj, 1 <j s h are continuous. 
Proof. Note in (4.3) that Ri (Fs,( S)) is a bijection from 
(lo, l,2,... , #But;~Fs,~q)) - 11 
to Outi( Fsi( q)), where Outi( Fsi( 4)) depends on s,[ p], . . . , S,,,[ p] for p s Fsj( 4) G 4. 
Note that T<A for any AEHL. Thus, for any PEW, ~(S,[p],...,S,,,[pl)CUi= 
J’i’( Ui, . , . 9 i’;,,, ). There~~~re 
On the other hand, for any ~EU: ui[q]=J(s,, . . . . ui,,)[q]CA(ui,[p],. .., vi,, 1 PI) 
(for some pa q), since u,(y) is determined by Ui,[q], . . . , Vi,, 191. Thus 
A(“i19***, Vi”, I= LI (Ui[qI  9 E O> C LI {A( ui,[ PI, - - . , vi,, [ ~1) 1 p E ~1~ Th& completes 
the proof for the continuity of h. 
I 
To prove the continuity of general fair me ge functions, it is sufkient to show 
the continutty of fair merge functions, since a general fair merge function is composed 
of fair merge functions by Definition 4.5. Note a fair merge function F 
by using dmerge: &(u, 0) = dmerge( u, U, 8). Since dmerge(niI, c9 6,) = nil if 
6,(O) = 0, and dmer il if &(O) = 1, fo 
0 . 4, is (4 4, 
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LJ f_F”6Cui9 Oil I i~o}cFM,(u, ~)=FMs(u{(ui, Vi)liEw}). On the other hand, 
because of the property of FMs, for any PE w there exists in w such that 
FM&, v)[p]cF s(ui, vi). Therefore, F ,(u ((ii,, vJ) 1 j E u}) = FMA( u, 8) = 
s(u, v)[p]l PE mI’=L_J {FMs(uiv ui>I i E o}. This completes the proof for the 
continuity of FM,. Cl 
Thus, there exists a (least) fixpoint of the recursion equation set (4.5). Indeed, it 
is u, {fe(nil, . . . , nil) I p E PI}, where ~~(ni!, . . . , nil) = (nil, . . . 9 nil) and 
f[( nil nil\ - , . . ., .ana, f&y'(ni! m;1\\ F 9=*-S llrlll lor y”> I. Kotc that JEL is monotone, that is, 
f[(nil, . . . , nil) cfl(nil, . . . , nil) for p d q E w, since it is continuous. 
From now on let fe(ni!, - ‘ : i ni!) = (Uf , . . . , Uz, VT,. . . , Vf). It follows from 
Theorem 4.3 and (4.4) that I UpI = o (1 s is k) if p z I and I Vj"l = w (1 s js h) if 
pa2. 
Now we have the primary theorem, which states that the recursion equation set 
expresses the denotation of a given logic program. 
keorem 5.2. Let ( U{, . . . , U{, V{, . . . , Vf) be a ( least) jixpoint of the recursion 
equation set (4.5). Then (V{, . . . , V{:*Sem(L). 
Proof. For iransL(Z) = lJ c,E L TRL( Ci, L), we show by induction on p that V,P+k 
[Trans?(@)L -- ;z 1 Gjs h, where Qi denotes the empty set, and TransF(@) is defined _ - -. 
recursively: Transi( @) = @; TransP,( @) = TransJTran$‘( @)) for p 2 P. 
(i) In case p = 1: Assume that A E [Trans L( @ jlp,. Then there exist i E w and (T 
(substitution) such that A = Aic, Pr( I-Iead( C,)) = pj and BOdy( Ci) = @. It follows 
from (4.3) that V!(q) = A for some q E cri. Thus, there exists s E o such that V;(s) = 
gi(, , . . . t c;. . . J(s) = U:(q) = .A. On the other hand, for any s E o, there exist i E w 
and p E lisp wzh that V;(s) = h/j(p). It follows that either Body( C,) = Qi or U:(p) 
is 7. Thus U,‘(g) E [TransL( @&, u (7). Therefore, we can see that VT=+ 
[Trans L( Ca)] ?, for each j. 
(ii) Assume that V!+’ *[Transf( @&, 1 sj s h, for p =S p’: It is easy to see 
Trans$(@) = Utsick [Trans$(@)]p,. Since { Vf’“, . . . , V~‘+‘}+Tran&@), it 
follows from Theorem 4.3 that Up”‘aTR,(Ci, Tram&(@)), 1 s i c k Because 
VT’+’ = gj( Uf,‘+‘, . . . , Uj’iz:, ,,) for 1 <j < h, we can see that VP’+‘* 
U Pr(Head(C,j)=~,:,C;~~ TR,(Ci, TransP,‘( @)) = [Transc+‘(@)lP,. This complete: the 
induction step. 
Now assume that A E [Sem(L)], for some j. Then there exists m E w such that 
A E [Transr(@)],=,. This is because Sem(t) = Urn=! Transr(@) [2; 41. Since VJT+‘T 
[Transr(@)]p,, there exists q E w such that V_T”(q) = . It follows from VT+‘, 
that V{(q) = A. On ihe other hand, we see _ihat +‘{(q) defined for any q E C.O. Then 
there exists m + 1 E w such that V,“+‘(q) = Vi(q). It ~O~EOWS 
LT ransT(@)]p, that VJT*‘( 
This means that 
U m ;-I 
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To delete r in a sequence from DL = HL u { 1) and to obtain a sequence from HL, 
the following function is useful. E : Dy + HF is the function satisfying 
E(u)( 4p) = \oq(u(Q), 7) + E( next(u))(p), E(next(u))( p - 1)) 
for UEDT and p~cc’. Since {Vi ,..., Vi}+Sem(L), (E(V[) ,..., E(V/J) can be 
regarded as a semantics of L. 
In this section, we have a Lisp-like program representing the recursion equation 
set constructed from a logic program. The Lisp-like program is interpreted as being 
in accordance with the original logic program. The recursion equation (4.4) is 
assumed to be obtained, based on (4.3) and general fair merge functions. 
An enumeration of fair functions El, Fsz, . . . and another enumeration& ,j&, . . . 
can now be assumed. We might regard the above fair fi;rnctions as already given 
Lisp-like functions. Then Ord( Fsi, q) is defined by (4.2) for given Fs, and q E w. It 
is seen that Ord( Fsi, q) is computable. Thereforefi,(Ord( Fsi, 4)) is also computable. 
Because the set Outi( q) defined by (3.1) for a given q is recursively enumerable, 
and Ri(q) is a hijC!CfiOr? from (0, I, . . . , #tht,(tj) - !) tz Outi( &(q)(p) is compu- 
table for p s #Outi( 1, and is undefined for pa #Outi( Frcm now on, we 
define the function card: o + w by card[q] = #0ut,(q)- 1. Also we define the 
fi,rrrt;fi99 m0m l ,..z + ii) k., mG-r - -1 s n f -1’ 1 1 U‘lYC.“ll rrruy . w “Y ‘“QPLY? PI %\qlt pJ* 
Then, by means of (4.3), we have a Lisp-like expression (meta-expression) for 
Ui (lsism). 
Ui CL Aq[fs,[Ord[ E>i, q]] s card[ Fsi[ q]] 
~maP[P;si[ql,~i[Ord[Fsi, 4111, W) 
+ 71, lGi<m. 
Since card[Fs,[q]] c tip, whether fi,[Ord[Fsi, q]] G card{ FSi[q]] is computable, 
although card[ Fsi[q]] may not be computable. Note that map[ f;si[q]9 
fsi[ Ord[ Fsi, q]]] depends on V, , . . . , V,,, , because map[q, p1 is concerned with I 
W,(q) and Out,(q). 
Now we remark the general fair merge function in Definition 4.5. It is seen that 
we can have an enumeration of fair cracles to define a general fair merge function. 
Thus, aa mentioned previously, in (4.4) gj can be defined by a general fair merge 
f ,unctd,-.n F~G~~=W n~--e-A- ..-:.4..1-- / a_,: .I c;g~:r._c,- -_ YB::avic> [partial fttnctions from w to the 
base). Therefore the former half of (4.4) 
erbrand 
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(6.1) and (6.2) are Lisp-W hb expressions (programs) computing a given logic 
program L assumed in Section 4.3. 
7. concluding re 
In this paper, a construction of a recursion equation set for a given logic program 
was shown. It is based on the interpretation of the inferences caused by each definite 
clause as a relation among variabies. Here each variable denotes a finite or infinite 
sequence from the Herbrand base. The relation is reduced to a function by introduc- 
ing oracles based on fair functions in ww, to treat unbounded nondeterminism. Allso 
fair merge functions are used to realize a variable whose denotation is the union 
of the denotations of other variables. The recursion equation set has a least fixpoint 
semantics, which represents the minimal Herbrand model of the original logic 
program. Thus, it is regarded as a semantics of a given logic program, being defined 
over a sequence domain from the Herbrand base. The recursion equation set is 
interpreted as a computation mechanism for the original logic program, based on 
dataflow. A Lisp-like expression is, in accordance with a dataflow, obtained from 
the recursion equation set. Therefore a logic program computing nondeterministic 
procedures can be transformed into a Lisp-like program realizing dataflow comput- 
ing. This trasisformation is performed based on a treatment of fair nondeterminism 
involved in the computation of a given logic program. This is the primary aspect 
of the preseni apper. 
Although the constructed recursion equation set suggests a dataflow, Lisp-like 
program denoting relations over a sequence domain, we have not yet established 
any explicit way to have a functional program from the recursion equati 
the methJ uf transforming the recursion equation set into a functional program is 
to be investigated, in order to give insight into how the transformation of logic 
programs into functional programs can be performed through recursion equatio 
MS. 
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